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6.5.6  UIA identification 

Each UMTS Integrity Algorithm (UIA) will be assigned a 4-bit identifier. Currently, the following values have been 
defined: 

 "00012" : UIA1, Kasumi. 

The remaining values are not defined. 

The use of Kasumi for the integrity protection function f9 is specified in TS 35.201 [11] and TS 35.202 [12]. 
Implementers' test data and design conformance data is provided in TS 35.203 [13] and TS 35.202 204 [14]. 
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6.6.6 UEA identification 

Each UEA will be assigned a 4-bit identifier. Currently the following values have been defined: 

"00002"  : UEA0, no encryption. 

"00012" : UEA1, Kasumi. 

The remaining values are not defined. 

The use of Kasumi for the ciphering function f8 is specified in TS 35.201 [11] and TS 35.202 [12]. Implementers' test 
data and design conformance data is provided in TS 35.203 [13] and TS 35.202 204 [14]. 

 

6.7 Void6.7 Group Release Authentication Function 
In situations when the network loses information about UEs in connected mode, such as after an RNC, MSC or SGSN 
reset, the RNC(s) should bring all affected UEs down to idle mode, in order to keep the UEs reachable for terminating 
traffic. The most efficient way is to send a message to all or a group of terminals, forcing them back to idle mode. This 
function is called Group Release.  

To avoid attacks where an adversary sends false Group Release messages, the UEs need to be able to authenticate the 
message. A shared secret between the RNC and all connected mode UEs does not work, as all UEs (potentially even the 
adversary's) would know it.  

The solution is that the RNC generates a secret, random, 128 bit Group Release Key, (GK). GK is common for a group 
of UEs. For each UE in connected mode, the RNC generates a Group Release Indicia (I) by: 

  I = fg(GK, U-RNTI), 

where fg() is a one-way function and U-RNTI is a (public) 32 bit identifier unique for each UE. I is therefore different 
for each UE. The RNC may generate new Group Release Keys periodically, and would then need to calculate and send 
a new Group Release Indicia to the UEs. Similarly, if the U-RNTI of a UE changes, e.g. at SRNS relocation, a new 
Group Release Indicia is also calculated and sent. 

In situations such as those mentioned above, the RNC sends a Group Release message to all affected UEs with GK 
included, addressed to the group of UEs which share the same GK. (This is the first time that GK leaves the RNC.) 
Each UE runs I=fg(GK,U-RNTI), and compares the result to its stored I. If they are equal, the message is considered 
authenticated and the UE enters idle mode. 

The authentication function fg is derived from the ciphering function f8. The use of Kasumi for the ciphering function f8 
is specified in TS 35.201 [11]. The following values are used as the input variables for f8: 

• GK is used as the CK input (128 bits) 

• U-RNTI is used as the as the COUNT-C input (32 bits) 

• BEARER (5 bits) and DIRECTION (1 bit) are set to zero 

•  LENGTH is set to 128, indicating that the required I is 128 bits in length 

 

f8 

U-RNTI 0 

0 LENGTH 128 

GK 

I (Release Indicia) 
 

 

Figure 17: Calculation of Group Release Indicia 
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The 128-bit output keystream block forms the Group Release Indicia (I). Figure 17 illustrates the use of f8 for this 
function. 
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